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PATRON’S MESSAGE
I am delighted to be involved in SPCA Selangor and support the work of the
team of staﬀ and volunteers working hard together for the causes in animal
welfare. I wish to take this opportunity to commend the Committee
particularly Christine Chin, Chairman of SPCA Selangor for her commitment
and direction in bringing SPCA to a new ERA.
Commendations and heartfelt appreciation goes out to the many Committee members who as volunteers had contributed in their own ways to
support SPCA Selangor, either though fund raising events or just being
around to help with the animals and even to spend time in managing the
construction of the new SPCA Selangor ERA Centre which is expected to be
ready by mid 2015.
Hundreds of thousands of pet dogs and cats are born into the world each
year by unlicensed, unregulated, unoﬃcial breeders, whose motives are
often very questionable. Some of those newly born go on to suﬀer horriﬁc
abuse, some are used for entertainment and many are severely neglected,
or simply left somewhere, abandoned to fend for themselves.
The reality is that in this struggling economic climate, and without suitable
legislation for enforcement more and more companion animals are born
and abandoned every year with many of them having been badly
abused and neglected.
I have spent time and have met up with the Minister of Agriculture and the
Attorney General in lobbying for the draft Animal Welfare Bill to be tabled in
Parliament for approval. This Animal Welfare legislation is long overdue and
I shall remain steadfast to campaign for the introduction of this Bill along
with other interested groups and animal lovers. I remain convinced that the
Animal Welfare Bill is necessary to put an end to all forms of animal abuse
and cruelty and those who are irresponsible must be brought to justice and
made to face stiﬀer penalties.
Stray cats and dogs remain as one of the key issues that many communities
face today. Strays are usually the result of abandonment of pets which pet
owners no longer can manage. SPCA Selangor stands strongly in advocating
Trap, Neuter, Release and Manage (TNRM) program in these communities
and have in 2014 successfully carried out many of these TNRM projects all
over the Klang Valley.
I am extremely delighted that in 2014 SPCA Selangor launched the Pet Care
Program under its Education banner to help people of all ages go through a
program of understanding animals, as responsible pet owners towards
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“Creating Happy Healthy Pets” This program has
seen many children and young adults become
more conﬁdent around their pets.
SPCA Selangor is moving into a new ERA and will
continue to focus on Education, Rehabilitation
and Adoption and I am thankful for the supportive Malaysians from all walks of life lending a
hand in supporting SPCA Selangor every year
through their kind and generous donations. I am
also grateful to all the corporate bodies and
organisations for their support and kind donations to help SPCA Selangor achieve the many
animal welfare causes close to my heart.
Compassion to all beings including animals is a
key to a nation’s growth and I encourage all to
take a step towards being kind to animals. They
have no barrier in giving their unconditional
love. Love them and in return be loved unconditionally.
A person who is cruel and merciless towards
animals will also be merciless towards human
beings. Because cruelty begets cruelty.
All Animal lovers must stand up and be counted
to put a stop to the brutality against strays. We
have to speak up for these voiceless creatures.

Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye
Patron, SPCA Selangor

CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE

REACHING OUT FOR A
STRAY FREE MALAYSIA

Lorna Fisher, an accomplished and experienced animal welfare advocate, the
new E. R. A. has arrived. With laser sharp focus on Education, Rehabilitation
and Adoption, we will work vigorously with animal rescuers, participating
vets, enlightened local councils to gain traction towards SFS, starting with
MBPJ as our pilot project and led by Mr Sean Oon. The unending, inhumane
and expensive cycle of Catch-and-Kill in controlling stray animal population
has proven useless and ineﬀective. In its place SPCA Selangor introduces a
3–pronged strategy of Legislation, low-cost and high-volume Spay/Neuter and
Education and Public Awareness.
With the imminent tabling of Malaysia’s ﬁrst Animal Welfare Act, a
comprensive game changer, it will undoubtedly set the foundation for an
achievable STRAY FREE MALAYSIA, while giving animal welfare an elevated
platform to give animals a better life in Malaysia which has been elusive so far.

As we move towards a compassionate, sustainable
and humane future in Malaysia, the treatment of
animals , children and the underprivileged
undeniably come to the forefront. The footprints
we leave in this world must ensure that they form
a formidable path for the betterment of society
that includes humans and animals living in
harmony. Conscientious eﬀorts that formulate
eﬀective strategies, garnishing persistent and
diligent execution and delivery, engagement with
passionate and like-minded individuals, politicians
with the will to forge the change are the main
ingredients for a successful Stray Free Malaysia
(SFM). We are very thankful that Selangor’s new
MB, YAB Dato Azmin Ali will endorse STRAY FREE
SELANGOR (SFS).

Setting our sights on a Cruelty-Free Malaysia and a No-Kill Future, I would like
to highlight the tireless eﬀorts of our wonderful and dedicated staﬀ who
move mountains in all our 6 Pillars; Adoption Centre, Klinik Kembiri,
Inspectorate, Government lobbying and campaigning, Education and
Outreach, and MissionHELP. Please read about their good work in helping the
animals in the following pages.
Last but not least, a huge thank you to SPCA’s Patron, the diligent and
inspiring Committee, our wonderful, dedicated and passionate staﬀ and
volunteers, kind and generous donors and most importantly - I feel we are
ONE!
Thank you all and wishing all a wonderful, safe and meaningful 2015!
God Bless,

Christine Chin Radford
Chairman, SPCA Selangor

SPCA Selangor’s new centre, ready by mid-2015,
has catalysed the move towards STRAY FREE
SELANGOR (SFS) as we embrace a No-Kill future.
Led by our tireless Patron, Tan Sri Lee Lam Thye, an
inspiring Executive Board and our new COO,
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MissionHELP: Orang Asli Village
Our Animal Welfare Oﬃcers coordinated
and monitored the rehoming of a total of
9 dogs to two Orang Asli villages. These
dogs were not suitable to be rehomed in
urban homes, as they were high-energy
dogs who needed space to roam and
explore freely.
Our team liaised with an NGO group who
were helping the villagers, and we made
monthly visits to monitor the condition of
the dogs and deliver dog food supplies.
The ﬁrst two dogs were sent over in April
2014, and the rest of them were rehomed
over several trips to the villages. The dogs
Our team worked with dedicated animal
settled down well, and explored their new
rescuer Ms N who rescues, treats and
environment curiously. Some of the dogs
rehomes stray animals. From Maypreferred to stay indoors with their
September 2014, we assisted in helping to families and the others enjoyed roaming
trap and transport a total of 16 puppies/
and playing in the river. The families
dogs. They were treated, neutered and
cherish their new companions, and the
boarded at the SPCA clinic and private
dogs are thriving in their spacious new
vets. Ms N graciously covered all the
environment!
expenses involved.
MissionHELP: Klang

Our driver Samy and Animal Welfare
Oﬃcers worked with Ms N and her
dedicated volunteers to catch the strays
humanely using nets and dog traps, and
even rescue a puppy trapped in a cement
culvert. Security guards in the area helped
monitor the traps daily, and alerted the
team as soon as a dog had been caught so
they could be removed quickly and
transported to the clinic.
Some puppies were placed at our centre
for adoption, while the other animals
were neutered and released at the same
location as they were not human-friendly
or suitable for adoption.
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MissionHELP: Kota Damansara
We assisted several animal caregivers in
Kota Damansara to Trap-NeuterRelease-Manage (TNRM) a total of 37
community cats. The costs of this project
were covered by funds raised by Taylor’s
University College.
The majority of the cats were from the
low-cost ﬂat vicinity. The caregivers helped
to trap the cats, and we transported them
to and from the SPCA clinic for neutering.
The cats were then released after post-op
care to the same area, where they
continue to be fed and monitored by the
caregivers.
Our oﬃcers also distributed educational
leaﬂets and spoke to members of the
community on the beneﬁts of neutering
and responsible pet ownership. SmartHeart also generously donated several
cartons of cat food for the community
cats. This project is still ongoing, as there
are an estimated 50 cats in the area.

KLINIK KEMBIRI
Kllinik Kembiri Ampang (KKA)
Neutering services has been a feature of the SPCA
since Feb 1985, when the SPCA appointed our ﬁrst
veterinarian, Dr Abraham George, as Shelter
Manager. We have grown from strength to strength
since then, and in 2014 we changed focus from
managing a large Shelter population of over 400 plus
a monthly intake of close to a 600 animals (largely
attributable to our open-door policy) whilst pushing
very hard for adoptions from our Shelter, to keeping
a manageable population of about 40 and a monthly
intake of 60 to 100. The focus for the two resident
veterinarians changed to assisting rescuers and small
Shelters operators through oﬀering an aﬀordable
rescue adoption package (neutering, vaccination,
parasite control, minor treatment, education) or
neutering at Klinik Kembiri rates. The name ‘Klinik
Kembiri Ampang’ was coined and stuck on. In 2014,
a total of 2,563 animals were neutered at KKA.

5,769

cats and dogs neutered
at KKA and KKS in 2014

32,171

cats and dogs neutered
at KKS from 2003-2014

Klinik Kembiri Setapak (KKS)
The DBKL-SPCA Klinik Kembiri, a collaborative eﬀort
between SPCA Selangor and DBKL, was established in
April 2003 as a low cost, high volume spay/neuter
clinic for local and local-mixed breed cats and dogs,
catering mainly to low-income pet owners,
community animal caregivers and animal rescuers. In
2014, a total of 3,206 animals were neutered at KKS.

1,536

animals neutered at
highly/fully-subsidized
cost under MissionHELP,
our community outreach
program
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HAPPY TAILS
Maxi & Max
Maxi was an extremely feisty dog. She was returned twice because people just
couldn’t handle her energy! Max on the other hand was dumped in front of the
SPCA gate inside a small cage.
They have now been rehomed together, and form a duo that can’t be separated they’ve got each other’s backs!

Chai: From Istanbul with love!
Originally from Istanbul, stuck in KLIA quarantine for more than a year due to
owner not preparing documents and was nowhere to be found. SPCA was called to
pick him up. Aﬀectionate and gentle nature got him adopted quickly.

Millie
Millie wad found wandering streets of Klang. Gentle, loving and friendly - but her
appearance did not reﬂect her personality! She has since been rehabilitated and is now
living happily with her new family, her coat full and ﬂuﬀy!

Shingo: Rags to Riches
Shingo was a regular cat from the streets. His adopters chose him because he had the
loudest meow and called the most attention. He had been down with pneumonia and
bad injuries, but always pulled through with care from his adopter.
He is now 15 years old and lives like a king, he even has a garden all to himself!
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INSPECTORATE
Scope of work

530

reports investigated

35

cases jointly handled
with the Department
of Veterinary Services
(DVS)

30

Our Animal Welfare Oﬃcers respond to reports from
concerned members of the public of mistreated,
neglected or injured animals in and around the Klang
Valley. In 2014, they received and followed up on 530
reports. In cases of mistreated or neglected pets,
SPCA investigates the complaint, and will advice the
owner on how to improve the living conditions for
the pet. The oﬃcers will follow up on the case in the
following weeks, and failure to improve the standard
of living for the animal will result in the case being
forwarded to the Department of Veterinary Services
(DVS) for their attention and action. In severe or
emergency situations, the DVS is notiﬁed immediately
and a joint-rescue is initiated.
The Inspectorate also handle a variety of other tasks they carry out emergency rescue operations for
animals involved in accidents, stranded on
rooftops/drains and also in various other states of
distress. The oﬃcers also actively investigate and
follow up on complaints of mistreatment or neglect
of animals kept in zoos, horse riding facilities, farms
and other recreational facilities. They also represent
SPCA Selangor at meetings with local councils and the
DVS on humane stray/pound management.

animal hoarding reports

Cases we investigate

250

reports received for
Cheras (highest number
of cases by area)
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Neglected/ abused pets
Poisoned pets & stray animals
Abandoned pets
Emergency rescues
Rescues from puppy mills
Animals used in recreational facilities
Wildlife in captivity

CASE JOURNAL
Shah Alam: Dog caged outside compound
We worked alongside DVS to improve the living conditions for this dog. The dog
was caged and left outside the compound for a long period as the owner
renovated his house. After a few altercations with the owner, the owner ﬁnally
agreed to move the dog back into the compound at a safe place.

Cheras: Dying dog
We received a report about an old, ill dog that was left untreated by the owner.
The owner thought he will let the dog pass away naturally, the dog had severe
mange and was unable to walk due to old age. We attended the case with DVS
enforcement oﬃcers, and the owner agreed to have the dog sent to the UPM
veterinary clinic to be euthanized as he was very weak and deteriorating quickly.
The owner paid a total of RM1,200 for the medical costs and burial.

Sg Buloh: Rescued dogs chained to trees
Two dogs were rescued by an elderly man, but he did not have a suitable space to
shelter them so he resorted to leashing them to trees to prevent them from running
away or getting hit by traﬃc. He did not want the local council dog catchers to catch
them either. We advised him, and the person who reported this case also helped
him transport the dogs to PAWS animal shelter for adoption.

Serendah: Injured dog
We received a complaint about a free-roaming pet dog that was ill and had open
wounds. The owner was not well-educated, we advised him on responsible pet
ownership, and provided him with some medication for the dog. The owner said he
still wanted to keep the dog, and was grateful for our advice and medical assistance.
When we visited the second time, the dog had put on weight and his wounds were
healing well.
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